
Name:  ____________________________   Spelling List E-22

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.       Students eat lunch in the school caffeteria.      1.  _________________
     

2.       Have you heard the saying, “Curiosity killed the cat”?          2.  _________________
                    

            
3.  We said, “Congradulations,” to Mrs. Grabowski when she   3.  _________________

had her baby.                   

4.  Nicholas' class is learning about electrizity.                           4.  _________________
      
   

5.  Don't underestimate the power of a positive atitude!        5.  _________________
                                         

6.  Jonas and Michael had a small missunderstanding.      6.  _________________
      

7.  Megan is afraid of the dark, particularly on stormy nights.   7.  _________________
                             
  

8.  Our vacation to the Smoky Mountains was unforgetable.    8.  _________________
           
      

9.  Avery's face glowed with antisipation when she thought    9.  _________________
about the spring concert.             
                      

10.      Kareem was accepted into his favorite university.              10.  _________________
           

               
11.     Mr. and Mrs. Pawlak gave their neighbor a fruit basket       11.  _________________
          to show apreciation when he shoveled their driveway.  
                                     
12.     Aimee has an active imagination.                          12.  _________________
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13.    In Neil's word search puzzle, the words are hidden    13.  _________________
         vertically, horizontally, and diagonaley.      
                                        
14.    Martin Luther King, Jr. peacefully protested discrimanation 14.  _________________
         during the civil rights movement. 
              
15.    Mr. Halbert is known for his generocity.                          15.  _________________
                  
                                    
16.    The spookiness of that old Irish castle was undeniabel.         16.  _________________
                                                        

               
17.    Scientists use a classification system for sorting animals        17.  _________________
         and plants based on similar characteristics.                                                                 
                               
18.    Taro attends Pine Lake Elementery School.                          18.  _________________
           
              
19.    The Full Hearts Pantry in our hometown is an organization   19.  _________________
         that helps feed the homeless and needy.                   
                              
20.    Today is Mr. and Mrs. Burgio's first wedding anniversery.       20.  _________________
             
                                                        

Review Words

21.    Charlie's dad thinks snowboarding is a dangerous sport.     21.  _________________
                                        

                        
22.    Mrs. Rai received a magazeen in the mail this morning.       22.  _________________
                 

   
23.    Jennifer wrote a paragraph about what she wants to    23.  _________________
         be when she grows up.                                  

        Challenge Words

24.   Romeo is enthusiastick about sports cars.     24.  _________________
               
           
25.   I was surprised to discover a three-inch acumulation    25.  _________________
        of snow overnight.                         
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.       Students eat lunch in the school  caffeteria.      1.  cafeteria 
     

2.       Have you heard the saying,  “Curiosity  killed the cat”?        2.  CORRECT
                    

            
3.  We said, “Congradulations,”  to Mrs. Grabowski when she  3.  congratulations

had her baby.                   

4.  Nicholas' class is learning about  electrizity.                           4.  electricity
      
   

5.  Don't underestimate the power of a positive  atitude!        5.  attitude
                                         

6.  Jonas and Michael had a small  missunderstanding.      6. misunderstanding
      

7.  Megan is afraid of the dark,  particularly  on stormy nights. 7.  CORRECT 
                             
  

8.  Our vacation to the Smoky Mountains was  unforgetable.  8.  unforgettable 
           
      

9.  Avery's face glowed with  antisipation  when she thought  9.  anticipation 
about the spring concert.             
                      

10.      Kareem was accepted into his favorite  university.             10.  CORRECT
           

               
11.     Mr. and Mrs. Pawlak gave their neighbor a fruit basket       11.  appreciation 
          to show  apreciation  when he shoveled their driveway.  
                                     
12.     Aimee has an active  imagination.                          12.  CORRECT 
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ANSWER KEY
13.    In Neil's word search puzzle, the words are hidden     13.  diagonally 
         vertically, horizontally, and diagonaley.      
                                        
14.    Martin Luther King, Jr. peacefully protested  discrimanation 14.  discrimination 
         during the civil rights movement. 
              
15.    Mr. Halbert is known for his  generocity.                           15.  generosity 
                  
                                    
16.    The spookiness of that old Irish castle was  undeniabel.         16.  undeniable 
                                                        

               
17.    Scientists use a  classification  system for sorting animals       17.  CORRECT
         and plants based on similar characteristics.                                                                 
                               
18.    Taro attends Pine Lake  Elementery  School.                           18.  elementary 
           
              
19.    The Full Hearts Pantry in our hometown is an  organization   19.  CORRECT
         that helps feed the homeless and needy.                   
                              
20.    Today is Mr. and Mrs. Burgio's first wedding  anniversery.       20.  anniversary
                                                              

Review Words

21.    Charlie's dad thinks snowboarding is a  dangerous  sport.    21.  CORRECT
                                        

                        
22.    Mrs. Rai received a  magazeen  in the mail this morning.     22.  magazine
                 

   
23.    Jennifer wrote a  paragraph  about what she wants to        23.  CORRECT
         be when she grows up.                                  

        Challenge Words

24.   Romeo is  enthusiastick  about sports cars.      24.  enthusiastic 
               
           
25.   I was surprised to discover a three-inch  acumulation     25.  accumulation 
        of snow overnight.    
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